Species listing
petition from any
person or entity

Endangered Species Act
Listing/Critical Habitat
Designation Flowchart

90 day finding from
date of petition to be
published in Federal
Register 1

Insufficient
information to
support further
review 2

Substantial information exists to warrant
further review
1. Based upon best scientific and commercial
data available
2. Does not require population census
3. Does not include economic considerations
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12 month finding from date of
petition or status review to be
published in Federal Register
as proposed rule 3
______________________

3 possible findings

“Not Warranted
Finding”

Evidence supports need for listing but
there are other species with higher
priority/species is placed on candidate
list and re-evaluated for listing annually

Evidence supports
need for further
review

Additional evidence
does not support
need for listing 4

5

If emergency exists, can immediately
list species effective upon Federal
Register publication 6

60 day public and
scientific expert
comment period

______________________

Emergency Listing can last only 240
days

Decision to list
species as
threatened or
endangered

Decision not to list
species 7

“Warranted but precluded Finding”

“Warranted Finding”

- Failure to comply with timeline can be
challenged in federal district court
2 - Failure to list can be challenged in federal
district court as “arbitrary, capricious, an
abuse of discretion or otherwise not in
accordance with the law.”
3 - Failure to comply with timeline can be
challenged in federal district court
4 - Failure to list can be challenged in federal
district court as “arbitrary, capricious, an
abuse of discretion or otherwise not in
accordance with the law.”
5 - Failure to list can be challenged in federal
district court as “arbitrary, capricious, an
abuse of discretion or otherwise not in
accordance with the law.”
6 - Failure to list can be challenged in federal
district court as “arbitrary, capricious, an
abuse of discretion or otherwise not in
accordance with the law.”
7 - Failure to list can be challenged in federal
district court as “arbitrary, capricious, an
abuse of discretion or otherwise not in
accordance with the law.”
8 – Failure to either comply with timelines or
failure to designate critical habitat can be
challenged in federal district court
1

Final rule published in
Federal Register

30 days after final rule is
published, species is
listed

Critical Habitat is to be designated at same time as listing or
within 1 year of listing
1. Based upon best scientific and commercial data
2. Includes economic considerations
3. Includes species needs for open space, food, water, breeding
sites, dispersal needs, lack of disturbance 8

Once species listed or
critical habitat
designated…

ESA Section 7
consultation process
applies to any
authorization required
by any federal agency
(See Flowchart)

EXHIBIT 1

ESA Section 10
applies to any actions
related to private
property
(See Flowchart)

Recovery Plans Developed
1. No statutory timeframe to develop Recovery Plan
2. Should contain objective, measureable criteria for recovery
3. Should contain estimate of money and resources to reach recovery
4. Public comment is allowed
(See Flowchart)

Proposed Federal Agency Action
_____________
-Permits, projects, land use plans, etc. conducted by a federal agency or private
action requiring federal authorization including federal farm loan or crop insurance

Endangered
Species Act
Section 7
Consultation for
Action Permitted
by Federal Agency
Flowchart

-Once §7 consultation is started, agency action cannot make any irreversible or
irretrievable of resources prior to the completion of the process

Agency Action
______________
Develop Biological Assessment or Biological Evaluation
(“BA”) describing proposed action for “action area” (all
areas that may be directly or indirectly impacted by
federal action (50 C.F.R. §402.12) and a list of all
potentially listed species or critical habitat

Must be completed
in 30 days

FWS or NOAA Determines
____________
Is proposed action likely to adversely affect
listed species or critical habitat? (50 C.F.R.
§402.12(k)). Generically called a “may effect”
determination
Must be completed in 90 days
_____________
3 types of “may effect”
determinations

“No effect”
determination

“May effect/not
likely to
adversely
effect”
determination

Written
concurrence of
FWS or NOAA is
not required

Written
concurrence of
FWS or NMFS?

End Consultation

Yes

“May effect, and
is likely to
adversely effect”
determination

May be optional
discussions among
parties to get to a “no
effect” determination

Formal
Consultation
(50 C.F.R. §402.14)

Written request for formal
consultation accompanied by
BA describing proposed action.

No

(50 C.F.R. §402.14)

FWS or NOAA Biological Opinion

End consultation

“Jeopardy Opinion”
Action may result in
unacceptable harm
or adverse affect to
species or habitat

Must be prepared
in 45 days
(50 C.F.R.
§402.14(h))

Discuss with the federal agency and
any private applicant “reasonable and
prudent alternatives” issued by FWS or
NOAA
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(50 C.F.R. §402.14(g)(5))

Incidental take statement containing
“reasonable and prudent measures.”
Reasonable and prudent measures cannot
change the proposed action.
(50 C.F.R. §402.14(j))

Incidental take
statement containing
“reasonable and
prudent alternatives.”
(50 C.F.R. §402.14(j))

Federal agency may
implement
“reasonable and
prudent
alternative.”

OR

EXHIBIT 2

“No Jeopardy
Opinion” or adverse
modification of
critical habitat

Federal agency may
implement
proposed action and
reasonable and
prudent measures.

OR
Reinitiate consultation
with FWS or NOAA if
cannot implement
reasonable and
prudent
measures/alternatives.

Project with no federal agency action but involves potential take
of listed species or adverse modification of critical habitat

Five conditions for a Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP):
-The taking will be incidental to otherwise legal land use activities
-The private applicant will minimize and mitigate the impacts of taking
-The applicant will ensure that adequate funding will be provided for the HCP and procedures to address unforeseen
circumstances
-The taking will not appreciably reduce the likelihood of the survival and recovery of the species in the wild
-Any additional measures required by FWS and NOAA will be met and FWS and NOAA have received assurances that the plan
will be implemented
HCP must include:
-Assessment of impacts likely to result from the proposed taking of listed species or habitat modification
-Measures that the permit applicant will undertake to monitor, minimize, and mitigate for such impacts, the funding available to implement
such measures, and the procedures to deal with unforeseen or extraordinary circumstances
-Alternative actions to the taking that the applicant analyzed, and the reasons why the applicant did not adopt such alternatives
-Additional measures that the FWS or NOAA may require
-Biological goals and objectives, which define the expected biological outcome for each species covered by the HCP
-Adaptive management, which includes methods for addressing uncertainty and monitoring and feedback to biological goals and objectives
-Monitoring for compliance, effectiveness and effects of HCP implementation
-Permit duration which is determined by the time-span of the project and designed to provide the time needed to achieve biological goals
and address biological uncertainty.
2 possible outcomes
No Incidental Take
Notice of HCP
published in Federal
Register

Minimum 30 day
comment period

Final decision issued by
FWS or NOAA

If HCP will result in incidental take
of species
FWS or NOAA develop an incidental
take statement. NEPA and Section
7 Consultation required

Prepare draft EIS for NEPA Compliance
(Can be combined with HCP)
Federal Register Notification
45-day Comment Period for EIS
(30-day Comment Period for HCP)
Prepare
Final EIS
Federal Register Notification of Final EIS

Endangered Species
Act Section 10
Habitat Conservation
Plan/Incidental Take
Permit Flowchart

30-day Waiting Period
Final NEPA Decision:
Record of Decision
Publish Federal Register Notice
of Record of Decision
Finalization of Section 7 Consultation (see flowchart)
No Jeopardy opinion from
Section 7 Consultation
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Final Decision

Issue Incidental Take Permit

EXHIBIT 3

Jeopardy opinion from
Section 7 Consultation

Deny
Incidental
Take Permit

Reconsideration/
Appeal

